
Chapter 2 ABSTRACT STRUCTURES
in “Category Theory” by Steve Awodey, 2006

summarized by Akihiko Koga, 12nd Aug.2017
(This summary might contain some misunderstandings)

We study

Characterization 
of Properties Objects & Arrows

Other
Objects & Arrows

roles
relations

- Abstract
- Structural
- Operational
- Relational
- External (v.s. Internal)

- Epis and Monos
- Sections and Retractions
- Initial and Terminal objects
- Generalized elements
- Products, Categories with Products
- Hom-sets

Abstract characterizations we study in this chapter

is

by means of

one of the Basic Ways of Such Characterization is via

UMP :  Universal Mapping Property 
(already appeared in 1.7 Free Categories of Chaper 1)

examples

we will see
in Chap2, 3, ...

by the role they play in the category,
     thier relations to other objects & arrows

by  their  position  in  a  structure

Not  by  what they “are”, or
                               “are made of”



Chapter 3 DUALITY
in “Category Theory” by Steve Awodey, 2006

summarized by Akihiko Koga, 12nd Aug.2017
(This summary might contain some misunderstandings)

Initial 
Objects

Terminal
Objects

Epi Mono

... ...

Dualities

We have seen

- The duality principle
        The way of making “dual”
- Coproducts
- Equalizers
- Coequalizers

Now, we go one step forward

The first impression may be  rather trivial.

But, It is indeed a deep and powerful aspect of the 
categorical approach to mathematical structures.

more Systematic consideration

One step forward, 
    Two steps back. . 

♫
♪
♪



Chapter 4 GROUPS AND CATEGORIES
in “Category Theory” by Steve Awodey, 2006

Sure ...
Theoretically.

We study

Various Connections
Groups

Categories

1. Groups in Category 

2. the Category of Groups 

3. Groups as Categories

Group is a diagram of objects
 and arrows that satisfies 
certain conditionsG×G G G

1
u (unit)

m (mult.) i (inv.)

Several concepts in Group
Theory can be expressed
'Categorically'.
  e.g., ker(h) (which is a normal
   subgroup) is an equalizer

Some constructions in group 
theory, such as, factor group, 
kernel, etc, can be imported 
into Category Theory. 

N G H
u (unit)

h
eq

(= ker(h))

Dear Professor,
 Is  (b)  really possible?

Person, who already knows the basic group
theory, will get some insight into the categorical
constructions we have learned so far.

(a)

(b)
Person, who does not know it yet,  can learn it
now as an application of category theory. 

F

summarized by Akihiko Koga, 124th Aug.2017
(This summary might contain some misunderstandings)



Chapter 5 LIMITS AND COLIMITS
in “Category Theory” by Steve Awodey, 2006

summarized by Akihiko Koga, 16th Aug.2017
(This summary might contain some misunderstandings. 

Especially, I have no confidence on the summary of this chapter.)

We start with Brief Discussion
Some concepts defined categorically
Subobjects (monics), equalizers, 

Pullbacks, Product, ...

Subsets Subgroups
Inverses

Intersections, ...

more  Systematically

One more elementary notion

“Higher category theory”
Chapter 7

FUNCTORS AND NATURALITY

Chapter 6
EXPONENTIALS

To tell the truth,  the next 
chapter is also interesting.

Of cource, this chapter is 
interesting too.

After one more elementary notion in 
the next chapter,  we go to,  so to say, 

“Higher Category Theory” 

All in the Category 
Theory are interesting.

Generalized elements (arrows)

Concepts we have in math.

∃ (products + equalizers) ∃ (pullbacks + terminal objects)

Some properties of the above concepts (pullbacks, equalizers, ...)

they behave like 
the corresponding 
concepts in math.

UMP
 (Universal Mapping Property)

General Notion of “Limits and Colimits”

Functors that preserve Limits/Colimits
    e.g.,  easy proof of Hom(X + Y, C) ≅ Hom(X, C) × Hom(Y, C)

Functors that create Limits/Colimits
    e.g., Props. of Sets propagete back to Grps through forgetful functors

limits products + equalizers 

satisfy
 (commutes)Limit/Colimit

Equalizers, Products, 
Pullbacks, Terminal 

Objects, Coequalizers, ...

given
     Diagram

Objects(Cones)
Obj

is

has-instances
has

can be constructed from
topics



Chapter 6 EXPONENTALS
in “Category Theory” by Steve Awodey, 2006

summarized by Akihiko Koga, 18th Aug.2017
(This summary might contain some misunderstandings)

UMPs (Universal Mapping Properties)
(1)

Equalizers, Products, 
Pullbacks, Coequalizers, 
Coproducts, Pushouts, ...

Free Algebras, ... Exponentials

(2) (3) 

Limits/Colimits

Adjoints

deeper

Sources of UMPs

We have already managed
to unify them

Topics in Chapter 9 one more elementary
structure in This Chapter

Main Topics 

(1) We have managed to unify most
of the UMPs so far.

(2) Free algebras are exceptions.  
Their source of UMPs lies somewhat 
deeper.

(3) In this chapter,  we look at one 
more elementary universal structure 
“Exponentials”.

CCC : Cartesian Closed Categories
        ∃all finite products + ∃all exponentials

CB (or (B→C))

Exponentials CB×B C

A×B 

eval

f
∃! f×1B

~

Heyting Algebra
(poset CCC+α)

Intuitionistic 
Propositional Logic

CCC λ-calculus

model of

model of

As these show,
they work quite well,
in  many  situations,

 from morning to night.

Categories
 of 

Variable sets
(CCC)

Ummm?
One who is really 
working is me?

not CCC.

Kripke models of lang. L
  - poset (I, ≤) of  possible
    worlds
  - relation i |= p (prop. p 
        of L holds in world i)

re
lat

ed

The way to check a category CCC by equaltions

provide examples of the “algebraic” semantics of 
intuitionistic propositional logic and λ-calculus



Chapter 7 NATURALITY
in “Category Theory” by Steve Awodey, 2006

summarized by Akihiko Koga, 26th Aug.2017
(This summary might contain some misunderstandings)

Category of Groups,    Category of Formulas in a logical system,    etc. 

“Category Theory” of Category Theory

Particular Applications in hand

Categories of  (usual) mathmatical objects
We have studied so far

Now, we start considering

- Natural Transformation as arrow
   between Functors
- Collection of functors Fun(C, D) forms
  a category with natural transformations
  as arrows
- Cat is CCC with DC = Fun(C, D)

Representable Structure Stone Duality

- Simple review of the properties of Cat (Category of categories)
- A few terminologies for functors, especially, “faithful” and “full”

Definition of “Natural Transformation” and Examples

Motivative Examples (Especially, for “Natural Isomorphism”)

Grp Sets

This is NOT an “Abstract Nonsense”.
I repeat !

This is NOT an “Abstract Nonsense”.
 I repeat it again and again, 
as long as  I want to repeat ! 

This is an  “Abstract Nonsense”.
Oops ... Mistake !

BA Sets

Preliminaries

It looks a bit like 
“abstract nonsense”,

but ...

Definition of
Monoidal 
Categories

Notion of 
Equivalence 
of Categories

Construction of 
Functors 

Categories

clarifying
simplifying

Applications

U(G)

Grp(F(1), G)
G

Ult(B)

BA(B, 2)
B

C D

≅ ≅

X Y
f F(X) F(Y)

F(f)

G(X) G(Y)G(f)

F

G
θ θX θY

can be 
specialized 

to
 concrete ...



Chapter 8 CATEGORIES OF DIAGRAMS
in “Category Theory” by Steve Awodey, 2006

summarized by Akihiko Koga, 20th Aug.2017
(This summary might contain some misunderstandings)

Yoneda Lemma
(a kind of  representation 
theorem for Categories)

Representation Theorems in
Group/Monoid/Poset

straight forward
extension

Cayley's Theorem for 
Groups/Monoids

Representation of posets
by Order Ideals

Amazing!
How often
comes up?

We study

easily shown

y

- very useful technique
- single most-used results
   in Category Theory

Set-valued functor categories

X

Y
AA

y

Applications
easy proof of  (A×B) + (A×C) ≅ A×(B + C)
    using yA≅ yB => A≅ B for locally small categories

Limits, Colimits, Exponentials in categories of diagrams

Yoneda lemmaYoneda embedding

             is a Topos
Topos is a category which has 
        all finite limits + all exponentials + a subobject classifier 
(thus, can be used as a model for Logical Systems, λ-calculus, etc).

extension of boolean values

...



Chapter 9 ADJOINTS
in “Category Theory” by Steve Awodey, 2006

summarized by Akihiko Koga, 28th Aug.2017
(This summary might contain some misunderstandings)

(For the time being, rough sketch)

Important 
Mathematical 
Phenomenon

We cannot see 
without this lens

Most striking applications of 
category theory

Many important fundamental 
mathematical notions

Adjoints

(3)

(1)

involve

instance-of

Professor, I understand how you love Adjoints.
But, I cannot imagine what they look like.

Concept of 
fundamental 

logic and 
mathematical 
importance

Common 
behavior 

and formal 
properties 
of Adjoints

Essential 
Feature

account

Adjoints(1)

High quality lens
with Adjoints

Free Groups Limits/Colimits Exponentials

Different kinds of UMPs
Adjoints unify those UMPs.
But, more importantly ...

Adjoints

unify

highest point of this book

the goal we have steadily working toward

discovered by D. Kan, 1950s

Hi, Guys!
You can't get 
it elsewhere.



Chapter 10 MONADS AND ALGEBRAS
in “Category Theory” by Steve Awodey, 2006

summarized by Akihiko Koga, 05th Sep.2017
(This summary might contain some misunderstandings)

Syntax given by T
- the operators
- the equations

these are rather 
particular presentation 
of the notion

(previous chapter)

Adjunction Notion of  “algebra”          describe
“Syntax Invariant” way

Monads

Algebras for endofunctors P : S → S (another origin)

(Some P-Algs corespond to  monads)

- Def.   endofunctor T : C → C s.t. 
        ∃η: 1C → T, ∃μ: T2 → T that satisfy unit and associative laws

- Prop.

- Ex.
   Closure operation, Powerset functor, Strings over symbols X (i.e., X*)

Sets
Category of 

Equational Theory T

forgetfull U

∃(T-)Free
X

U(T)

Free(X)

T
h h'

(Mechanism of making Algebra)

+
Adjunction

This is the end of 
the text book.

Congrats !

       an abstract             
“equational theory”

for

Precisely

Adjunction
    F -| U

Monad
 T - Eilenberg-Moore

- Kleisli

T = UF

Adjoint Functor Theorem implies

Category P-Alg (S)

P(X) P(Y)

X Y

Ex.

- Binary Trees
- List of  α... ...f g

h

P(h)

h

object arrow


